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out of South African legislation altogether. It appears that the South African legislature adopted 

position adopted in the Tunis Model Law, which recommends a period of six months or more. 

There is however no reason why our legislature, taking into account the local conditions of South 

African copyright owners, should follow the Tunis Model Law in this regard.  

Traditionally, this provision was only relevant in territories which had different time zones such 

that broadcasts needed to be temporarily recorded in order to be aired at the same time across 

multiple different time zones. Thus, it serves no real purpose besides to afford broadcasters a 

loophole to unnecessarily avoid paying legitimate royalties. The current section 12(5) has been 

the fundamental reason why songwriters in South Africa have to date earned zero royalties from 

radio broadcasters. Despite the fact that there is an increase reliance on catalogue recordings 

(songs older than 18 months), radio broadcasters do not pay a single reproduction royalty to 

South African songwriters. The provision fails to consider the interests on songwriters and is 

unnecessarily onerous, especially in a country where the songwriting industry is still developing.  

 

(3) Temporary Reproduction and Adaptation (12C) 

This clause mirrors Article 5 of the EU Copyright Directive read with Recital 33. However unlike 

the EU Directive from which it Is taken, the current articulation of the clause is flawed as it fails to 

expressly include the fact that it should be evaluated in accordance with the three step test. The 

three step test is a crucial aspect which is found in the Directive. In as far as the transient copies 

fail to account for this test, it shall fall short of achieving the necessary balance. Without the above 

caveat, there is a risk of this clause being manipulated by digital streaming services to escape 

what is a very crucial income stream for authors and composers (songwriters). Over the last few 

years, as physical CD sales have basically disappeared, income from digital streaming services 

has become the bedrock of music industry. The illustration below showcases the income derived 

from such services from a global perspective. Over 62% percent of all global recorded revenues 

stem comes from digital streaming services.3 

 
3 https://www.ifpi.org/our-industry/industry-data/ (Accessed on 16 July 2021) 
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(6) Treaties  

 

It is worthy to note that CAPASSO supports the accession to the WIPO Internet Treaties (WPPT 

& WCT), The Marrakesh Treaty, The Beijing Treaty and also encourages the Committee to 

support the implementation and global adoption of the Resale Royalty Right.  

 

As a general note on the Bill’s relation to international treaties, it is crucial to note that a 

fundamental tool employed by all international treaties in striking the necessary balance and 

protecting all necessary rights, is the 3 step test. The Bill perennially fails to highlight the need for 

all exceptions to be considered within the auspices of the 3 step test. Any and all exceptions, 

need to be considered in light of the test in order to ensure that rightsholders are protected whilst 

the achieving the necessary access the Bill seeks to afford. The evaluation of the all 

encroachments into the exclusive rights of rightsholders against the 3 step test is a pivotal in any 

copyright legislation. The 3 step test states the following in respect of any exception:  

 

1. shall only be applied in certain special cases  

2. does not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work; 

3. does not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the rightholder.”  

 

Any exception which is not evaluated in accordance with this test, runs the risk of being 

unbalanced and will definitely fall foul of compliance with all international treaties. As such, it is 

averred that the Bill must clearly state the application of the test to each and every encroachment 

or exception to the exclusive rights afforded to rightsholders.  




